The contest involves several key steps:
1. Scanning the laboratory to identify everyday laboratory items that could be incorporated into a potentially wearable garment.
2. Using these laboratory items to design and produce a garment that would be at home on the catwalks of London and Milan.
3. To find someone brave and/or presentable enough to model the above said item. Alternatively tell your supervisor that you will quit if he/she doesn't front up.
4. Entries close one day ahead of fashionomics. To ensure you are entered, you will need to produce and provide a legible commentary describing the garment, and the thoughts behind its creation and some personal details about the model if necessary. The description should be emailed to Justin.osullivan@auckland.ac.nz. This entertaining description will be read out by the MC as the model and outfit (hopefully together) are making their way up and down the catwalk to widespread admiration.
5. The QRW organizers retain the right to deny entry if they deem either the commentary or costume are potentially offensive to our diverse audience. Costumes will be vetted immediately before the event.